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M.M:60                            Time: 60 Minutes 

 
OFFLINE EXAMINATION (PHASE–II) 

 
Name:_____________ Reg. No. _____________Mobile No.____________ 

 

General Instructions: 

 

1. Duration of the examination is 60 Minutes. Question Paper contains 60 questions with 

maximum 60 marks. 

2. There will be negative marking in Phase – II, i.e. ¼ mark will be deducted for each 

incorrect answer. 

3. Use of gadgets is not allowed. 

4. Students must abide by the instructions issued during the examination by the invigilator 

or the centre incharge. 

5.  Before attempting the question paper ensure that it contains all pages & no question is 

missing. 

6. Immediately fill the particulars on this page of the test booklet and OMR with BLACK 

ballpoint pen only. Use of pencil is strictly prohibited. 

7. Darken the bubbles completely. Do not put a tick  or a cross . Fill the bubbles 

completely. 

8. Half –filled or over-filled bubbles will not be read by the software & liable to be rejected. 

Correct Method        Wrong Method 

 

 

 

 

 

  Student’s Signature                     Invigilator’s Signature 

Phase – II    Question Paper    Class - III 
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ENGLISH (15 Marks) 

      

Q.1 There are 52 cards in a deck. Choose the correct type of noun for the underlined  

        word. 

  (a) proper noun    (b) abstract noun 

  (c) collective noun   (d) possessive noun 

Q.2. Maria said that Sunny was playing behind the Aravali Hill.  

   Find the nouns in the given sentence. 

      (a) told, playing    (b) told, Sunny, Maria 

 (c) Maria, Sunny, Aravali Hill  (d) Maria, behind, that 

Q.3  Julie wrapped the diamond bracelet in a fancy paper. Identify the adjective. 

         (a) Julie, paper     (b) diamond 

     (c) wrapped               (d) bracelet 

Q.4.  The comparative degree of beautiful is _______________. 

       (a) beauty     (b) more beautiful 

       (c) beautifuller     (d) most beautiful 

Q.5   ___________apples cost ninety cents_______ piece. Tick the correct option. 

         (a) A, the   (b) An, a       (c) The, a     (d) The, an 

Q.6   Mr. Sharma _________at the office at 9 o’clock yesterday. Tick the correct verb. 

          (a) arrive   (b) arrives           (c) arriving   (d) arrived 

Q.7   This is the teacher who even _________my grandfather when he was young.   

         Choose the appropriate verb and fill in the blank.  

        (a) teaches                       (b) taught                   (c) teach  (d) teacher 

Q.8   I was expecting rain today, _____ I came with an umbrella. Fill in the blank  

         with an appropriate conjunction. 

      (a) but  (b) went                (c) so    (d) wet 

 Q.9  A moving staircase is called as a/an ______________. 

         Choose the appropriate word and fill in the blank. 

      (a) anchor     (b) bridge 

      (c) frightened     (d) escalator 
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Q.10  “I ______ you to come into my room” yelled my brother. “No girls allowed”.  

          Choose the correct word and fill in the blank. 

(a) pity  (b) forbid              (c) detect   (d) envious 

Q.11   The boy is sitting ___________the blackboard.  

          Identify the correct preposition and fill in the blank. 

          (a) under      (b) on 

          (c) in front of      (d) none of the above 

Q.12   John is _______ Jenny in the queue.  

         Choose the correct preposition and fill in the blank. 

         (a) across  (b) on   (c) in   (d) behind 

Q.13  She enjoyed the party.  

          Identify the correct pronoun. 

         (a) enjoyed  (b) party  (c) she  (d) Both (a) and (c) 

Read the passage given below and answer the following questions. 

Kevin loves to read mystery books. He reads mystery books because he likes to try to 

solve the mystery himself before he gets to the end. Solving puzzle is like solving 

mystery, so he likes working on puzzles too. He also likes solving problems. Kevin 

can usually solve any mystery, puzzle or problem. 

Q. 14  What does Kevin love to read? 

(a) story books  (b) books  (c) magazines (d) mystery books 

Q. 15  He likes working on ___________ too. 

           (a) problems     (b)mystery               (c) puzzles  (d) books 

 

 

 

MATHEMATICS (15 Marks) 
 

Q. 16  The product on multiplying a number by 24 is 576. If that number is divided by  

          12, then the quotient is ________. 

     (a) 48           (b) 24              (c) 4                 (d) 2 

Q.17   XXVII + XV = ______________ 

      (a) 42         (b) 24                       (c) 12                        (d) 15 
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Q.18   Misha went to a toy shop. She bought 2 dolls for ₹ 25.00 each, 3 watches for ₹  

          78.00 each, 4 cars for ₹ 120 each . Find the total amount spent by Misha on  

         shopping? 

           (a) ₹684                      (b) ₹784                  (c) ₹754                         (d) ₹ 764 

Q.19 After distributing 2674 sweets among the children, Deepak is left with 876  

          sweets. How many sweets did Deepak have with him at the beginning? 

       (a) 3040           (b) 5060                (c) 3550      (d) 3540 

Q.20 Two seventh of a circle is shaded. Find the unshaded part of the circle. 

(a) three seventh                          (b) two seventh           

(c) five seventh                            (d) four seventh 

Q.21 There are 6 gold coins in a stack, how many gold coins are there in all? 

 
 

         (a) 36                           (b) 44                    (c) 72                                    (d) 62 

 

Q.22 The value of         is 4 times as much as the value of        .What is the value of        ,     

        if         - 37 is equal to 55? 

      (a) 638                         (b) 368                      (c) 836                    (d) 336 

Q.23 What number does          stand for? 

 

 

 

 

 

       (a) 600          (b) 107            (c) 486      (d) 386 

Q.24 Siya is 15 years old. Her brother is 7 years older than her. What is the sum of  

        their ages? 

(a) 30 years      (b) 22 years           (c) 37 years      (d) 18 years 

Q.25 Each           weighs 21kg. How much does the following weigh? 

 

 
 (a) 410        (b) 401          (c) 120   (d) 420 
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Q.26 Find the missing number in the number pattern given below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

         (a) 3                              (b) 2                            (c) 1                  (d) 7 

 

 Q.27 Which of the following statements are true? 

        (1) All the edges of cube are not equal. 

(2) A square has 4 sides and 4 vertices. 

(3) A cone has 1 curved surface. 

(4) A cuboid has 6 faces. 

(a) Statement (1) and (4)                             (b) Statement (2) and (3)                          

(c)Statement (2),(3) and (4)                           (d)None of these  

Q.28 Raju has some animal cards as shown. What fraction of the cards is cat cards? 

(a) 1/12              (b) 6/12            

          (c) 5/12               (d) 4/9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Q.29 A smaller Roman numeral written to the left of a larger numeral is always  

          __________ from the larger numeral. 

      (a) added           (b) subtracted         (c) multiplied                  (d) divided 

Q.30 What is the maximum number of triangles shown in the given figure? 

 

 

 

 

(a) 3                       (b) 4                    (c)  7                (d) 6 
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EVS (15 Marks) 

Q.31  If Dakshit and Rakshit were born at the same time to the same mother then they  

         would have been ____________. 

        (a) cousins  (b) twins  (c) siblings   (d) all of the above 

Q.32 "Bulb" is related to "Thomas Edison" in the same way as "Braille" is related to: 

       (a)Mother Teresa     (b) Albert Einstein 

       (c) Louis Braille     (d) None of the above 

Q.33 When children under the age of 14 are made to do difficult and heavy work for  

          long hours, it is called as ________________. 

       (a) Child entertainment    (b) Child Labour 

       (c) Leisure time activity    (d) None of the above 

Q.34  Naira's neighbour Bhavit was hit by an over speeding car when he was riding  

          his bicycle. Under the above-mentioned scenario, which one of the following do  

          you think he is? 

      (a) Homemaker  (b) Labour   (c) Victim  (d) Culprit   

Q.35 Given below are different sets of games /sports. Which set contains only the  

         modern games? 

(a)  Kancha and Computer games  (b) Gulli Danda and Javelin  

(c) Kabaddi and Gymnastics   (d) Javelin and Gymnastics  

Q.36 _________ are used because of their medicinal properties. 

(a) Mint and Marigold   (b) Neem and Banana  

(c) Eucalyptus and Neem  (d) Mint and Peepal 

Q.37 Which one of the following options contains exotic fruits/vegetables? 

(a) Watermelon and Broccoli   (b)Jalapeno and Orange  

(c) Apple and Kiwi    (d) Kiwi and Jalapeno  

Q.38 In plants, stomata is present on the underside of the __________. 

(a) stem  (b) roots  (c) leaves  (d) flower 

Q.39 Look at the picture given below and answer the following question. 

         Which of the following statement(s) is incorrect? 

       (a) This is a scavenger.    

       (b) This is nearly an endangered species.  

       (c) Both (a) & (b)   

       (d) None of the above 
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Q.40  Which of the following is not a nocturnal insect? 

       (a) Cricket  (b) Cockroach       (c) Both (a) and (b)  (d) None of these 

Q.41 ____________ is a process of shedding off old feathers and growing new ones.   

       (a) Preening           (b) Moulting  (c) Migration  (d) Pecking 

Q.42  Reetika wants to prepare some ice-cream for her friends. Which spice would she  

           probably put in it to give it a nice flavour?  

        (a). Cumin  (b) Mustard   (c) Vanilla             (d) Black pepper 

Q.43 Daksh and Jaksh have ordered some dishes made of fish, crabs and lobsters in a   

         restaurant. In which part of India are they most probably present?  

        (a) Coastal region    (b) Mountains  

         (c) Hot and dry plains            (d) None of the above 

Q.44 Which of the following instruments is used to measure the amount of rainfall  

          that has occurred in a place?  

(a)  Barometer   (b) Thermometer   (c) Rain gauge  (d) Windmill 

Q.45 Following diagram illustrates the water cycle. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Which arrow represents the process of condensation?  

(a) 1  (b) 2   (c) 3   (d) 4 

. 

GK (15 Marks) 

Q.46  Who was the first Indian woman to swim across the English Channel? 

    (a) Arati Saha                 (b) Sneha Singh      (c)  Mirabai Chanu               (d) Ujwala Rai 

Q.47  Which of the following is the capital of Tripura? 

    (a) Aizawl                       (b) Dispur                 (c)  Agartala               (d) Ranchi 
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Q.48  Which of the following is the capital of Arunachal Pradesh? 

    (a) Itanagar                      (b) Amaravati           (c) Ranchi                  (d) Aizawl   

Q.49 Who among the following was the 13th President of India? 

     (a) Ram Nath Kovind                      (b) Shri Pranab Mukherjee 

     (c) Zakir Hussain                             (d) Droupadi Murmu 

Q.50 Which of the following countries is known as ‘Land of rising sun”?                             

      (a) Scotland                    (b) Japan              (c) Africa                       (d) Canada                                                                                      

Q.51 What does the Ashoka Chakra in the centre of the Indian flag represent? 

(a) Unity           (b)  Peace       (c) Freedom        (d) Constant movement and progress                                                                                                                                 

Q.52 Which one of the following continents has the highest number of countries?      

         (a) Asia                  (b) Africa            (c) South America          (d) Australia 

Q.53 Which of the following continents is also called as the ‘‘The Ice” continent? 

     (a) South America     (b) Africa            (c) North America          (d) Antarctica                                                                                                                                                                                                   

Q.54 Who among the following invented exams? 

(a) Charles Babbage                                (b) Henry Fischel 

(c) Wright brothers                                  (d) Alexander Fleming                                                                          

Q.55 Which of the following is the country code TLD of USA? 

 (a) .in                 (b).ue                   (c).ua                      (d).us                                                                                                                            

Q.56 The state of Punjab is also known as the land of ____________________. 

            (a) 2 rivers         (b) 3 rivers           (c) 4 rivers               (d) 5 rivers                                                                                                         

Q.57 Who among the following wrote ‘‘The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn”? 

(a) J.K. Rowling       (b)  Mark Twain     (c) Roald dahl         (d)   John Milton                                                                                                                                                                                                      

Q.58 Which of the following is the full form of ‘‘CID”? 

 (a) Common Investigation Department             (b) Central Investigation Department                                           

 (c) Crime Investigation Data                           (d) Crime Investigation Department                                                                       

Q.59 Which of the following is the National sport of England? 

(a) Cricket           (b) Tennis               (c) Volleyball               (d) Football                                                                                                                

Q.60 The term ‘G.K.’ is used for which player in football? 

 (a) Goal keeper        (b) Goods keeper            (c) Gold kit                 (d) None of these 
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